
Voi®

Open Plan



Out in the Open plan

Voi’s integrated design unites the entire workplace. The same kit of parts and pieces 
that can be used to form Voi desks in private or semi-private settings also provides a 
variety of options for open plan configurations—including benching and touchdown 
stations. Voi also can be combined with HON’s Abound® frame and tile system or 
Initiate® panels to deliver privacy and power to open plan workstations. 
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a: Voi open plan workstation 
with laminate worksurfaces in 
Brilliant White, low credenzas and 
panel-mounted overhead cabinets 
in Brilliant White (chassis) and 
Harbor Teak (door fronts), O-legs 
and handles in Platinum Metallic, 
and storage cubes in Citron. 
Abound panel frames with fabric 
tiles in Appoint Artichoke and 
Platinum Metallic trim. Ceres work 
chairs with ilira-stretch M4 mesh 
backs in Vanilla, seats in Silvertex 
Permablok3 Celery, and Black arm 
stems and bases.

B: Voi benching station with 
laminate worksurfaces in Brilliant 
White, O-legs in Platinum Metallic, 
low credenzas in Brilliant White 
(chassis) and Harbor Teak (drawer 
fronts), credenza cushion in Silvertex 
Permablok3 Celery, and storage 
cubes in Citron. Nucleus work 
chairs with ilira-stretch M4 mesh 
backs in Vanilla, seats in Silvertex 
Permablok3 Celery, Black arm 
stems, and Polished Aluminum 
bases.

C: Voi touchdown station with 
laminate worksurfaces in Brilliant 
White, personal wardrobe towers 
in Brilliant White (chassis) and Teak 
(drawer fronts), low credenzas in 
Brilliant White (chassis) and Teak 
(drawer fronts), credenza cushion 
in Silvertex Permablok3 Celery, and 
storage cubes in Citron. Nucleus 
work chairs with ilira-stretch M4 
mesh backs in Vanilla, seats in Exes 
Envy, and Polished Aluminum bases.

prOduCts, materials, 
and finishes shOwn:

BenChing  
Benching is a linear, 
freestanding open plan 
application designed 
to encourage collaboration.

tOuChdOwn
A simple Voi configuration 
supports visitors, customers, 
and employees who do 
not have an assigned desk 
but may need a short-term 
home base.

a pOwered sOlutiOn
Combining Voi with Abound or 
Initiate workstations provides 
simple power and data options 
for open plan layouts. Power 
and data can be accessed at the 
panel base as well as the beltline. 
Since the panels manage the 
power and data, reconfiguring 
Voi components is a breeze.

wire management
Wire troughs provide a 
convenient wire management 
solution that’s compatible 
with Voi in all workplace 
applications.

pOwer and data
Whether you need basic wire 
management for one desk 
or a hardwire solution to 
accommodate several stations, 
Voi puts power and data access 
right where it’s needed. 
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